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Introduction to ICPSR
• Founded in 1962 by 22 universities, now consortium of over 760 institutions 

world-wide
• Focus on social and behavioral science data, broadly defined
• Current holdings 

– 9,555 studies, comprised of 76,421 datasets and 257,843 files 
– 1200+ studies with online analysis capabilities
– Bibliography of Data-related Literature with 70,741 citations  

• Approximately 60,000 active MyData (“shopping cart”) accounts representing 
individuals in 40+ disciplines

• Thematic collections of data about addiction and HIV, aging, arts and culture, child 
care and early education, criminal justice, demography, health and medical care, 
and minorities



Assessing Impact: Currently
• Google Analytics 
• Downloads by

• Dataset/study
• Collection/archive
• Statistical package
• Member institution (info available 

to ORs as well)

• SDA Usage statistics 
• sessions and datasets

• Learning Guide usage

• Webinar statistics 
• Bibliography entries
• Numbers of 

• Data deposits
• Summer Program participants
• Disciplines and statuses 

represented in MyData accounts

• Social media followers, friends, 
retweets

• Feedback from ORs and others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Google Analytics to examine both how people move through the site (most likely entry/exit points, search terms, etc.) for individual projects as well as the ICPSR site as a whole; also gives insight into how people get to ICPSR (organically, from another site, etc.). Some look at “conversion rates” – whether searches end in downloads.Dataset/study downloads show information about both data and documentation downloads and for members and non-membersPIs can also get information about who is using their data because number of downloads and names of institutions are displayed on each study homepageWebinar statistics include registration and “show rate” as well as counts of views on YouTube channel laterBibliography entries are often more about the study than ICPSR’s impact initially, but I think Amy/Justin may also have some statistics about the number of bibliography entries for archived data versus non-archived dataFeedback from ORs is gathered every other year or so and asks about satisfaction with or participation in various parts of ICPSR as well as the OR’s role on his/her campus.



Challenges with Current Methods
• No comparison metrics for clicks or downloads

• Large numbers that grow, but how large should they be? 

• Distinguishing impact on
• Research
• Policy
• Training

• Bibliographic entries may not be comprehensive
• Costly to locate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Download all files” gives the user the documentation as well as the data in each of the file formats for which it is available (e.g., SAS, SPSS, Stata, R, TSV)Deposit numbers are impacted not only by the amount of outreach done by ICPSR staff, but also by how much data are being collected at a given time, how relevant depositors feel it is to ICPSR, the incentives to deposit, etc. Bibliography entries: collected by a very small staff and are much more difficult to find when data are not cited. 



Community-based Measures of Impact
• Data Seal of Approval, since 2011
• Certification of infrastructure under ISO 16363 and CIPSEA
• Membership

– International Council for Science World Data System
– Data Documentation Initiative community
– Research Data Alliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(There may be other things that could go here, these are just the ones of which I’m aware)



Future Directions: Data Impact Factor
• Under development
• Similar to a citation or journal “impact factor” 
• Based on the impact those data have on subsequent research

– Requires and reinforces community standards for data citation



Qualitative Measures
• Data discoverability, usability into the future 

• Robust to technological change

• What are tradeoffs when considering cost of curation
• E.g., relative to Institutional Repositories 
• Data easier to find due to metadata markup
• Data easier to use with complete documentation

• Research transparency and replication
• New types and uses of data

• linked data; harmonized or multiple datasets; naturally-occurring data

Presenter
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I don’t know exactly how these would be measured, but things like Web usability testing and user support questions would give some sense on a small scale about data discoverability, ease of use, etc.Roles in the “research space” – comparisons to IRs (especially if IRs ended up asking ICPSR to host), becoming the repository of record for more journals, tools to make linkages or harmonization easier would demonstrate impact



Qualitative Measures

• Continued diversification of users
– New disciplines
– Non-academic audiences (policy makers, journalists, community 

organizers, urban planners)
• Complementary training
• Outside adoption of ICPSR’s infrastructure architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People asking for and taking part in training opportunities – especially in areas like repository development/management, restricted data use, IRB protocols, and data stewardship – would suggest that what we do is not only valuable, but will be spread and continued; Use/licensing of Archonnex would show that we are providing a viable serviceUltimate impact might be shown by the amount of funding received, particularly if we could get more federal agencies to consider ICPSR as the archive of record and encourage their grantees to deposit data (perhaps by withholding final funds until deposit is shown like NIJ does)… but I’m not sure how likely that would be. 
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